The intelligent, fast
and simple way to deliver and
manage apps on-premises
and in the cloud

APPS2DIGITAL
Apps2Digital, an evergreen application lifecycle management service, discovers, sizes, and
automatically packages and deploys applications within organizations’ existing distribution software
platforms, to any cloud based or physical desktop infrastructure. This cloud service oﬀers a clear and
concise view of the application estate and allows IT to instantly understand, manage, categorize and
deploy each application in the most eﬀective way.

Transform apps in four simple steps
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Automate app packaging

Deliver your packaged

Endpoint Agent and

determine app priority and

with any platform and

apps to any on-premises

discover all the apps in use
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deliver to Windows Virtual
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Where we help
Desktop Transformation

Application Management

Disaster Recovery

Mergers & Acquisitions

Systematic management and

Keep control of your distributed

Comprehensive app intelligence

Smooth business integration

standardized app delivery for

and private cloud apps

for DR planning and delivery

and optimize app costs

· Analyze and prioritize apps

· Understand usage and resources

· Package and automate app
delivery

· Determine potential security
issues

· Visibility of app locations and
usage for DR planning

· Size infrastructure and prioritize
app integration

· Deploy across any platform,
on-premises or any cloud

· Remove non-compliant software
(e.g. user installed)

· Determine DR importance for
all apps

· Determine and consolidate
app licensing

· Monitor and drive adoption of
your virtual environment

· Report on EUC performance and
experience

· Standardize delivery of apps
across any cloud provider

· Transition users seamlessly
to new apps

· Cloud provider cost monitoring

· Enable business unit control of
app resources

Citrix Workspaces

Where can I ﬁnd out
more?

You can ﬁnd out more at
ﬂexxible.com/apps2digital

Register for a free trial at

Why work with us?

https://bit.ly/apps2digital

We deliver a smart way to deploy, manage and support
Citrix digital workspaces whether on-premises or in the
cloud. We have the skills, knowledge and solutions to
deliver the best digital workspace experience.

Email us sales@ﬂexxible.com

Accelerate your transformation to the digital workspace
with more control, less risk and complexity.
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We’re leading
innovation
in digital workspace
management
with solutions
that fast-track
transformation
to modern
digital workspaces

